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Introduction

❑ Outbreak of the First World War: free market that supplied Zagreb citizens with 
food and other necessities became more and more under the control of various 
state and local authorities - avoiding major disruptions in the background 
economy, hunger, and dissatisfaction

❑ Products that could be obtained in limited quantities legally through rationing 
could be purchased illegally on the black market

❑ How did citizens of Zagreb react to wartime economy, and what methods were 
used by the authorities of Austro-Hungary and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and 
Slovenes to regulate citizens’ access to basic commodities and curb smuggling

❑ Archival materials, newspaper articles, cartoons, memoaires, relevant literature…
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Initial aims – Preventive Measures

Planned long term market 
impacts: 

- Prevention of price 
rigging by acquiring and 
selling commodities at 
lower prices 

Real Market Effects 

Rationalization 

- Preventing citizens from 
stockpiling 

- Provisionig City 
Population

- Clearinghouse (example: 
trading cereals for coal); 
important for maintaining 
the production of city 
utility companies 

Food and Necessities 
Production 
- Zagreb government,  in coordination 

with other city offices and

departments, increased the production

of food on city properties (vegetables)

- Hiring subcontractors for meat and 

milk production

- Entire forests were leased for 

firewood production 

Aims of Zagreb City Government’s Rationing Department



Rationing Card for 

purchase of fixed 

amount of bread 

(2,45 kg) or flour 

(1,75 kg), Zagreb,  

November 29 to 

December 5, 1915. 

Rationing card for 

purchase of fixed 

amount of potato (10 

kg monthly), Zagreb, 

March 1 – May 31, 

1918.  



Aprovizacija!!, Ilustrovani list, no. 41, October 9, 1915, 984. 

„Oh great God, let this amuont be 

enough for me for whole week!”

From the Zagreb Battlefield 

„Scuffle at the store of City Rationing Department”

Sa zagrebačkog bojišta, Ilustrovani list, no. 37, September 9, 

1915, 888. 



Annual Turnover (in Milions of Crowns) of Zagreb City Government’s 

Rationing Department, 1914-1921.   
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Average Price for 1 kg of Beef (per Quartals, in Crowns) on Zagreb Market, 1914-1921. 
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Black Market 

Individual 
Level 

Supplying 
local, Zagreb 

Market
„Export”  

Organised 
Level

„Zagreb 
Exchange 
Market”

„Mafia”

Structure of Black Market in Zagreb 1914-1921. 



„...oh dear Mr. Thief, eat and drink and I’ll 

even give you money, just don't report to 

the authorities, that I have so much...”

Provala kod hrčka, Ilustrovani 

list, no. 21, June 29, 1918, 336. 

Who decides? 

„Joško: Thank God! I am rich man now. I have 

two rationing cards for coffe. 

Policeman: Follow me. It is not allowed to keep 

10 dkg of coffe in the house. ” 

Tko odlučuje?, Koprive, 1918. 



„Ratno lihvarenje u Zagrebu”, Ilustrovani list, no. 25, July 27, 1918, 386. 

Photographs of black market - illegal food market in Baroševa (today 

Branimirova) street in Zagreb. 

According to the article, on that illegal market loaf of bread was sold for 6 

crowns. 



Sa zagrebačke burze, Ilustrovani list, no. 40, October 6, 1917, 840.

„'Do you need coffee? 90 crowns per 

kilogram?’ - 'Of course. When you come 

here day after tomorrow, you will get 

coffee of the same quality from me for 110 

crowns per kilogram.'”

„Our picture shows the fences (hawkers) from Jelačić

Square, who sell foodstuffs at inhumanly high prices

to poor people who come from starving regions.”

„Zagreb u ratu”, Ilustrovani list, no. 29, August 28, 1918, 450.   



Slavko Vörös (Vereš), Živahan promet stranaca u Zagrebu, Ilustrovani 

list, no. 37, September 15, 1917, 780.

Lively Traffic of Foreigners in Zagreb

„After the order of the Zagreb City 

police, that guests may not stay in the 

inn for longer than three days”



„Vašarište pred drž. kolodvorom”, Ilustrovani list, no. 18, June 8, 1918, 274.

„Every day, in front of the [Railway] station in Zagreb, you can see a huge number of peasants 

from various parts of Croatia and Slavonia, and they also come from further away, with sacks 

and loads of grain, flour and other foodstuffs. It is either a commodity that the peasants bought 

to take home with them, where it is not possible to get it, or they trade it here, or exchange it for 

another commodity. ...”



Shipping bill, 

colloquially  called

„export permit”, issued 

by the Royal Croatian 

Government

Croatian State 

Archives, (HR-

HDA), f. 82, box 

92.



Average Price for 1 kg of Beef (per Quartals, in Crowns) on Zagreb Market, 1914-1921. 
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Annual Turnover (in Milions of Crowns) of Zagreb City 

Government’s Rationing Department, 1918-1924. 
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Nothing changes overnight: Zagreb 1918-1921

❑ Stabilization of the new Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and Zagreb as one 
of the largest cities in that country - in terms of transportation, finances (new
customs, taxes and the unresolved currency issues)

❑ Free market was proclaimed in 1919 (albeit with great skepticism)
❑ Illegal activities were ever-present 1919-1921 in Zagreb, although new hefty fines

were introduced, almost everyone bought and traded on the black market; from 
petty thieves and traders who sold at prices higher than allowed, to the city’s 
Department of Rationalization officials

❑ City police, especially their market department, had their hands full on a daily 
level with smugglers, thieves, and those who sold certain items at prices above 
the allowed price



Milenko D. Gjurić, In front of

the Rationalization [shop] 

Zagreb, 1919, lithography

National and University Library 

Zagreb – Collection of 20th 

Century Prints, GZGH 104 gju 5



Conclusion: Zagreb Between the Black Market and Rationalization 

❑ The activities of the Zagreb Rationalization department during the First World 
War, as well as in the immediate aftermath, were successful - despite numerous 
problems with supply, no one died of hunger in Zagreb

❑ The wartime supply system for the civilian population had numerous problems -
Rationalization department procurement methods were not transparent, and the 
system in a way encouraged every-day speculations and the black market

❑ All this is visible through government and city documents, artistic, literary and 
other contemporary representations

❑ Although the War ended, due to disruptions in the European economy and the 
stabilization of the new states created in 1918, both provisioning and the black 
market continued to operate for years after the reintroduction of the free market
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